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Attack on Titan: Before the Fall 1
FACE YOUR FEARS An ultimatum has been issued: for
the Survey Corps to continue the good fight of helping
humanity expand beyond the Walls again, they must
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mount an expedition and prove that the new Vertical
Maneuvering Equipment is capable of killing a Titan.
But part of the preparation is to actually see the
Titans and understand what humanity's greatest foe
really looks like--a challenge more daunting than any
written test

Attack on Titan Guidebook: INSIDE &
OUTSIDE
OLD SCORES SETTLED The expedition to test out the
Vertical Maneuvering Equipment and keep the Survey
Corps alive is plagued by rain and poor conditionsnerves are tense when emergency flares are shot off,
and supply wagons turn up destroyed. On top of that,
one of the nearby Titans is none other than Ogre, the
one who killed Kuklo’s mother on the fateful day of his
birth! Can he avenge her memory, save the Survey
Corps, and convince Xavi that the Titans can be
overcome? FINAL VOLUME!

Attack on Titan: Before the Fall 14
WAITING IN THE DARK Kuklo heads to Shiganshina
District to test the new model of the Device, while
Sharle anxiously awaits his return at Xenophon's
workshop. But long after Kuklo s expected date of
return, there is still no sign of him Meanwhile, an antigovernment group carries out a plan in the Industrial
City, where Sharle works. Little do they know, Xavi
has infiltrated the mission on orders from above."

Attack on Titan 30
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When the goddess Artemis goes missing, she is
believed to have been kidnapped. And now it's up to
Percy and his friends to find out what happened. Who
is powerful enough to kidnap a goddess?

Attack on Titan 21
Während Charle in Xenophons Werkstatt noch immer
voller Sorge auf Kyukuros Rückkehr wartet, startet in
der Industriestadt die Revolte der Dissidenten. Doch
auch die Militärpolizei schein etwas im Schilde zu
führen Band 8 des Spin-offs zu ATTACK ON TITAN!

Attack on Titan
70 Jahre vor Eren und Mikasa: Schon einmal
überwanden Titanen die Mauern der letzten
Menschen und richteten ein Blutbad an! Die wenigen
Überlebenden des Vorfalls wurden gezwungen zu
schweigen, denn die Titanen hatten ein Kind zurück
gelassen Der Abschlussband des Spin-offs zu ATTACK
ON TITAN!

Attack on Titan - Before the Fall 17
To activate the true power of the Founding Titan that
courses through his veins, Eren must make contact
with Zeke, a Titan of royal blood. Though Zeke has
escaped Levi and the Survey Corps, he's made little
headway before the Marleyan military and its Titan
warriors attack. Eren pummels his way through the
Marleyan trap and past his former friends, but as the
battle rages, he stumbles into a situation far beyond
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what his brother could have planned.

Attack on Titan - Before the Fall 12
70 Jahre vor Eren und Mikasa: Schon einmal
überwanden Titanen die Mauern der letzten
Menschen und richteten ein Blutbad an! Die wenigen
Überlebenden des Vorfalls wurden gezwungen zu
schweigen, denn die Titanen hatten ein Kind zurück
gelassen Band 1 des Spin-offs zu ATTACK ON TITAN!

Attack on Titan - Before the Fall 1
Humanity has learned to live in complacency behind
its high walls, protected from the giant Titans. But
when a Titan-worshipping cult opens one of the gates,
a Titan wreaks havoc, consuming the cultists. After
the rampage is over, two young Survey Corps
members are shocked to discover a pregnant
woman's partially digested corpse - with her baby still
alive inside it! What will the fate of this 'child of the
Titans' be? And how will humanity learn to cope with
the Titan threat?

Attack on Titan
Charles Bruder Xavi hat Kyukuro der Mittäterschaft
beim Mord an Dario beschuldigt und dadurch die
Aufmerksamkeit von Gloria, einer Kommandantin der
Militärpolizei, erregt. Er tritt ihrer Einheit bei und
weitet die Suche nach Charle aus, um sie als
Schachfigur für sich selbst zu benutzen.
Währenddessen lässt Kyukuro Charle in der
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Industriestadt zurück und macht sich nach
Shiganshina auf, um die neue "Ausrüstung" zu testen
– und zwar im direkten Kampf gegen die Titanen.
Band 7 des Spinoffs zu ATTACK ON TITAN!

Garrison Girl
In this post-apocalyptic sci-fi story, humanity has
been devastated by the bizarre, giant humanoids
known as The Titans. Little is known about where they
came from or why they are bent on consuming
mankind. Seemingly unintelligent, they have roamed
the world for years, killing everyone they see. For the
past century, what's left of the human race has
hidden in a giant, three-walled city.

Attack on Titan - Before the Fall 8
Attack on Titan - Before the Fall 16
A spin-off series to the number one bestseller in
Japan. Eren and Mikasa enter a new school-- Titan
Junior High! However, Eren's hated Titans for years-can he get along with his new (harmless?)
classmates? Featuring all of the characters from the
main series as you've never seen them before, this
series is sure to delight fans of Attack on Titan with a
human vs. Titan volleyball match, a Titan rock band,
and much more!

Attack on Titan - Before the Fall 14
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70 Jahre vor Eren und Mikasa: Schon einmal
überwanden Titanen die Mauern der letzten
Menschen und richteten ein Blutbad an! Die wenigen
Überlebenden des Vorfalls wurden gezwungen zu
schweigen, denn die Titanen hatten ein Kind zurück
gelassen Band 10 des Spin-offs zu ATTACK ON TITAN!

Attack on Titan: Before the Fall 4
A prequel series to the number one bestseller.
Humanity has learned to live in complacency behind
its high walls, protected from the giant Titans. But
when a Titan-worshipping cult opens one of the gates,
a Titan wreaks havoc, consuming the cultists. After
the rampage is over, two young Survey Corps
members are shocked to discover a pregnant
woman's partially digested corpse - with her baby still
alive inside it! What will the fate of this "child of the
Titans" be? And how will humanity learn to cope with
the Titan threat? Story Locale: The post-apocalyptic
future Series Overview: This prequel series to the
main Attack on Titan series is set before humanity
had the weapons to effectively combat the Titans,
when the Survey Corps was nothing but a group of
ambitious soldiers who dared to dream of Titan
extinction.

Attack on Titan: Lost Girls
Attack on Titan
70 Jahre vor Eren und Mikasa: Schon einmal
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überwanden Titanen die Mauern der letzten
Menschen und richteten ein Blutbad an! Die wenigen
Überlebenden des Vorfalls wurden gezwungen zu
schweigen, denn die Titanen hatten ein Kind zurück
gelassen Band 12 des Spin-offs zu ATTACK ON TITAN!

Attack on Titan: Before the Fall
A PLAN IN MOTION Angel and Xenophon's Device,
meant to help humanity combat the Titans, has
always confounded those who were meant to use it.
But years later, after Sharle successfully brings Angel
out of his underground home, he is ready to correct
its fatal flaw for good. But that's only half of the
problem--the Survey Corps will need a grueling new
training program to make use of it!

Attack on Titan - Before the Fall 9
For the past century, what's left of mankind has
hidden in a giant, three-walled city, trapped in fear of
the bizarre, giant humanoids known as the Titans.
Little is known about where they came from or why
they are bent on consuming human-kind, but the
sudden appearance of an enormous Titan is about
change everything.

Attack on Titan 29
The story of Captain Levi, Attack on Titan's most
beloved character, collected in a single, 400-page
hardcover in glorious full color! The Complete, Color
Saga of the Thief and the Soldier In Attack on Titan,
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Erwin Smith and Captain Levi are an inseparable duo,
the calculating brain and pumping heart of the Survey
Corps. But their past was a mystery, until the release
of the globally-acclaimed bestseller Attack on Titan:
No Regrets. Years earlier, the young Erwin was an
ambitious military ladder-climber and political
prodigy, while Levi lived in another world under the
elite's feet, the Underground. In this place, humans
are born and die surrounded by the garbage the
Capital throws away, and only the lucky or the
ruthless have a chance to emerge onto the surface
and see the Sun. Under a fierce exterior, Levi longs
for a life of dignity for himself and his friends, while
Erwin's lifelong obsession with the Titans drives him
to depths of moral ambiguity. The two men's collision
course will lead to tension, tragedy, and the greatest
team of Titan-fighters humanity will ever know. Direct
from Japan in a newly-colorized edition Includes neverbefore-published bonus stories and illustrations

Attack on Titan 30
Nachdem Kyukuro von der Expedition zurückgekehrt
ist, droht ihn seine Vergangenheit einzuholen. Die
Freiheit, für die er so lange gekämpft hat, verblasst
hinter Gitterstäben Band 4 des Spinoffs zu ATTACK
ON TITAN!

Attack on Titan 24
WHAT NO ONE KNEW… That day, Annie Leonhart
woke up in the barracks. It was the morning of her
day off. The feeling of freedom doesn’t last long, for
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tomorrow holds her biggest mission yet: During the
57th Expedition Outside the Walls, seize Eren Yaeger.

The Science of Attack on Titan
In this post-apocalyptic sci-fi story, humanity has
been devastated by the bizarre, giant humanoids
known as The Titans. Little is known about where they
came from or why they are bent on consuming
mankind. Seemingly unintelligent, they have roamed
the world for years, killing everyone they see. For the
past century, what's left of the human race has
hidden in a giant, three-walled city.

Titan's Curse, The (Percy Jackson and the
Olympians, Book 3)
In this post-apocalyptic sci-fi story, humanity has
been devastated by the bizarre, giant humanoids
known as the Titans. Little is known about where they
came from or why they are bent on consuming
mankind. Seemingly unintelligent, they have roamed
the world for years, killing everyone they see. For the
past century, what's left of the human race has
hidden in a giant, three-walled city. People believe
their 100-metre-high walls will protect them from the
Titans, but the sudden appearance of an immense
Titan is about to change everything.

Attack on Titan - Before the Fall 13
Rosa hat ihre Angst vor den Titanen in den Griff
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Ausrüstung bestanden. Doch gleich am ersten Tag
des 3D-Manöver-Trainings hat sie einen Unfall, weil
ihre Ausrüstung von jemandem sabotiert wurde.
Während sich im Aufklärungstrupp Unruhe
breitmacht, macht Kyukuro sich auf die Suche nach
dem Täter.

Attack on Titan - Before the Fall 3
RUTHLESS SAVIOR After years as a lonely double
agent, Zeke finally returns to the good graces of his
home island of Paradis. Still, the Survey Corps refuses
to let him meet Eren–the other ingredient in the earthshaking weapon– for fear the explosive duo will be
impossible to control. Meanwhile, the public responds
badly to the military’s open distrust of their hero Eren,
and the detention of the Marleyan volunteers spurs an
uprising. Amid the turmoil, Eren takes matters into his
own hands…

Attack on Titan - Before the Fall 10
70 Jahre vor Eren und Mikasa: Schon einmal
überwanden Titanen die Mauern der letzten
Menschen und richteten ein Blutbad an! Die wenigen
Überlebenden des Vorfalls wurden gezwungen zu
schweigen, denn die Titanen hatten ein Kind zurück
gelassen Band 16 des Spin-offs zu ATTACK ON TITAN!

Attack on Titan: Before the Fall 08
This book of 'fantasy science' answers all the
questions it would never occur to anyone to ask about
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Attack on Titan such as: 'What do Titans have in
common with bears?'; 'How many humans per day
should a Titan eat to stay healthy and svelte?'; and
'Why don't Titans have, you know, reproductive
organs..?' With original illustrations and very original
takes on the world of the Titans, fans will find this a
welcome break from Attack on Titan's dark tone.

Attack on Titan: Before the Fall 12
Sein Wunsch geht endlich in Erfüllung: Als blinder
Passagier auf einer Expedition des Aufklärungstrupps
sieht Kyukuro einen Titanen. Allerdings muss er den
Anblick teuer bezahlen Band 3 des Spinoffs zu
ATTACK ON TITAN!

Attack on Titan: Junior High
70 Jahre vor Eren und Mikasa: Schon einmal
überwanden Titanen die Mauern der letzten
Menschen und richteten ein Blutbad an! Die wenigen
Überlebenden des Vorfalls wurden gezwungen zu
schweigen, denn die Titanen hatten ein Kind zurück
gelassen Band 11 des Spin-offs zu ATTACK ON TITAN!

Attack on Titan: Before the Fall
AVE MARIA The Survey Corps has overthrown the
Royal Government and swept away the tyranny of the
king. The next step: Move to retake Wall Maria, with
the helpf of a newly-discovered metallic ore and
Eren's miraculous Titan hardening powers. But as
humanity pulls together, its enemies also unite
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beyond the Walls now that the Beast Titan has joined
Reiner and Bertolt, what havoc will they wreak?

Attack on Titan: Before the Fall 16
The prequel to the number one bestselling Attack on
Titan and winner of the Diamond Gem Award for best
manga continues! KEEP YOUR FRIENDS CLOSE As the
days dwindle before the Survey Corps' last chance at
an expedition, the need to train with their new
equipment for fighting the Titans is more pressing
than ever. But when an accident during training is
revealed to be a work of sabotage, it sends
shockwaves through the camp. Who is trying to ruin
humanity's best chance at stopping the Titans, and
why?!

Attack on Titan - Before the Fall 15
AN EXCLUSIVE LOOK AT THE CREATION OF EREN &
THE TITANS! ? This exhaustive guide to the smash hit
manga that inspired the sensational anime includes:
???･?New exclusive interviews with Attack on Titan
creator Hajime Isayama, his editor, and the staff of
the anime adaptation ???･?Concept art from behind
the scenes of the anime and manga, including 16
pages in full color ???･?An exhaustive guide to the
characters, from life behind the walls to death in a
Titan's belly, including new, original art by Isayama
???･?Papercraft kit to create your own Colossal Titan
head ???･?The 54-page, never-before-seen Attack on
Titan pilot manga! GO BEHIND THE WALLS AND
DISCOVER THE SECRETS OF ATTACK ON TITAN!
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Attack on Titan 28
70 Jahre vor Eren und Mikasa: Schon einmal
überwanden Titanen die Mauern der letzten
Menschen und richteten ein Blutbad an! Die wenigen
Überlebenden des Vorfalls wurden gezwungen zu
schweigen, denn die Titanen hatten ein Kind
zurückgelassen Band 9 des Spin-offs zu ATTACK ON
TITAN!

Attack on Titan: Colossal Edition 5
The blockbuster manga that inspired the epic anime,
airing now on Adult Swim's Toonami! WITHIN THE
HOLLOW CROWN As a Marleyan invasion dangles like
a guillotine blade over the island of Paradis, allies
have become enemies, and former friends are at each
other's throats. The Yeagerists are in all-out revolt,
fighting to dismantle military rule before the potential
for world war explodes into certain doom. Meanwhile,
deep in the forest, the sides' most ruthless, fanatical
killers are locked in single combat, but triumph is
elusive where Titans are involved

Attack on Titan - Before the Fall 4
This original YA novel features all-new characters and
a new story set in the world of Attack on Titan, the
pop culture phenomenon and manga mega-hit. When
the last vestige of the human race is threatened by
unstoppable carnivorous giants, a brave young
woman decides to defy her wealthy family and join
the military garrison to battle humanity’s enemies.
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But Rosalie Dumarque soon finds that her dream of
escaping the protection of Wall Rose not only leads to
bloody sword fights with monsters, but exposes her to
other dangers. Can she earn the trust of her fellow
soldiers, stand up to a corrupt authority, navigate a
forbidden romanceand cut her way out of a titan’s
throat? Fans of the manga and anime, as well as YA
readers new to the series, will devour this immersive
and engaging experience of the Attack on Titan world.

Attack on Titan
Before the fall, and before the trials of “the Titan’s
son” Kuklo, a young smith by the name of Angel
Aaltonen grappled with the giants as only a craftsman
could… The first of the three-part Before the Fall light
novels, whose second and third installments have
been adapted into a manga of the same name, this
prequel of prequels details the origins of the devices
that humanity developed to take on the mysterious
Titans.

Attack on Titan: Before the Fall 17
70 Jahre vor Eren und Mikasa: Schon einmal
überwanden Titanen die Mauern der letzten
Menschen und richteten ein Blutbad an! Die wenigen
Überlebenden des Vorfalls wurden gezwungen zu
schweigen, denn die Titanen hatten ein Kind
zurückgelassen Band 14 des Spin-offs zu ATTACK ON
TITAN!

Attack on Titan - Before the Fall 7
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THE CHASE IS ON! Erwin and the Survey Corps
desperately mount a rescue operation to take Eren
back from the Colossus Titan and Armored Titan. But
without the numbers to form up properly outside the
walls, how can the humans catch up before they're all
slaughtered? Just whose side is Ymir on? And will Eren
ever see his friends again? PRAISE FOR THE HIT
ANIME "A visceral and fantastically intense
action/horror story." - Anime News Network ? "Japan's
equivalent of The Walking Dead." - io9

Attack on Titan - Before the Fall 11
Bei ihrem überraschenden Besuch auf dem
Trainingsgelände des Aufklärungstrupps bringen
Charle und Angel die Endversion der "Ausrüstung",
die sogenannte "3D-Manöver-Ausrüstung" mit.
Kyukuro ist überwältigt von ihrer Leistungsfähigkeit
und überzeugt, dass sie zur Trumpfkarte gegen die
Titanen werden könnte. Doch Charle hat nicht nur
gute Nachrichten
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